2. WHOIS/ARCHIVE ANALYSIS
'Antifa' website cited in conservative media attack on Biden is linked to — wait for it — Russia
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WASHINGTON — At his press briefing Wednesday, President Trump, as he usually does, called for a question from Chanel Rion, the chief White House correspondent for the conservative One America News network, which has at times replaced Fox News as the president's favorite news outlet. Rion's question had nothing to do with COVID-19 or the economic recovery Trump had been boasting about, but instead brought up an obscure website, antifa.com.

"I wanted to highlight a kind of odd situation. In the last hour or so, if you googled 'antifa.com,' it would take you straight to Joe Biden's website — his official campaign website — odd situation," Rion said, adding, "We don't know who's behind that."

Rion went on to suggest the site posed "an interesting leadership question" for the former vice president and his running mate, Sen. Kamala Harris, D-Calif.

"Should Joe Biden, the Democrat Party, Kamala Harris, should they publicly denounce the antifa as a domestic terrorist organization?" Rion asked the president.
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SITE TO INVESTIGATE:
• Antifa.com

TOOLS WE’LL USE:
• whoisology.com
• domainbigdata.com
• Wayback Machine browser plugin (or archive.org/web/)